Virtual Stradbroke Cup 2020
Patrol Challenge 4
Dining and Cooking
A well laid out eating shelter

The Challenge

provides a focal point for your

1.

Set up the family patio like a Camp Kitchen, using
the family BBQ, outdoor furniture, picnic set,
etc. Include an esky, first aid kit, notice-board
(menu, program) all the trimmings normally found
under a Straddy dining-shelter.
If your Patio is a bit small, then how about a tarp
between 2 trees or posts in the back yard. You may
need to improvise bits that aren't readily found
around the home.

2.

The Patrol could meet online and pick the best
individual effort, suggest improvements and finally
present the Patrol's selected Camp-Kitchen (or all
the individual efforts) to a Troop meeting.

3.

The Troop Council will score the effort, 1 point for
each dot point covered on the left

camp. It needs to be easy to access,
hygienic, safe and functional

Your eating shelter should:
•

Be large enough for the entire
Patrol, their food and gear

•

Be erected tightly, so rain water
does not pool (in consideration of
the quality of the equipment)

•

The outside edges of the Shelter
are sufficiently high to not cause a
hazard to the whole Patrol

•

Have all food and Kitchen/Eating
gear under cover when stored

•

Shelter guy ropes are lined up
with one peg per rope OR (if the
shelter does not have guys), then
sides are lined up straight

•

General erection of the shelter is
sturdy and will not become a
hazard in heavy weather

•

Has sufficient lighting that food
can be prepared and eaten
simultaneously

Your shelter also needs tables and
seating for your whole Patrol and:
•

Both tables and seats be level and
firm. The seating is safe to sit on.

•

Table surfaces are in good condition OR tables covered with a
clean table covering

•

There should be space separate
space for preparing food and eating at the same time

